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Hunting area:
One of the last natural paradises of Europe is 
the Belarusian National Park Puszcza Bialowieska. 
This largest primeval forest in Europe is the pride 
of all Belarusians. You just have to imagine the 
dimensions of this hunting area. On the Belarusian 
side alone, the national park is about 180,000 ha, 
of which about 90,000 ha are closed forest areas. 
Since the beginning of the nineties we have had this 
hunting ground under contract for our customers. 
It is located directly on the border Brest/Terespol 
and 350 km southwest of Minsk. The capital Minsk 
is served daily by European airlines. With an area of 
180,000 ha, the Bialowieska Primeval Forest is today 
the last extensively preserved mixed forest complex 
of natural character in the European lowlands. After 
the loss of Polish independence at the end of the 
17th century, the entire primeval forest was located 
on Russian territory. During this period, significant 
areas of the eastern part were given to dignitaries 
of the Tsarist Empire and deforested. Only in the 
second half of the 19th century these areas became 
the property of the Russian Tsar and were placed 
under strict protection as a sovereign hunting 
ground. Until the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 

1991, eastern part of the primeval forest was granted 
the status of a state hunting and conservation forest 
and served as a hunting ground for high officials 
from politics and business. Timber extraction was 
limited to the use of dead wood. Thanks to this 
regulation, large areas of old tree populations were 
preserved there. The treaty, which sealed the end 
of the Soviet Union, was signed in 1991 in the 
village of Wiskuli in the Bjelovesch primeval forest. 
The independent Republic of Belarus declared its 
part of the primeval forest a national park over its 
entire area. In 1992, UNESCO recognized the entire 
complex of the Bjelovesh primeval forest as the 
first transboundary world heritage site. It includes 
the national parks „Bialowieski Park Narodowy“ 
(Poland) and „Bielawieskaja Puszcza“ (Belarus). In 
addition, cooperation was initiated to unify the 
protection regulations on both sides of the border. 
The primeval forest in the classical sense is already 
worth seeing. There, fallen giant trees remain on 
the ground, thus giving new life light, space and 
cover. Here everything grows as nature intended, no 
forester puts an axe to a tree here. The forest feels 
well, the game too, and the Belarusians are proud of 
this paradise.



The Red Deer:
Especially close to the hearts of the Belarusian 
foresters is the care of the red deer. They are 
experienced experts, known far beyond the borders 
of the country, who know their trade. There are 
also several wildlife biologists employed in the 
National Park, who constantly monitor the game 
populations. Even experienced German red deer 
experts who have hunted there have the highest 
respect for the achievements and success of their 
Belarusian colleagues. One of the advantages is 
certainly the size of the area, which can be uniformly 
managed in terms of hunting. Strict hunting and 
shooting guidelines, combined with natural selection 
through harsh winters and wolves, have created an 
unparalleled red deer population. Nowhere else in 
Europe do red deer have better conditions to grow 
old than in this primeval jungle. The rut takes place 
in September and for the local hunters this is one of 
the highlights of the hunting year. Then everything 

is on the runs, which counts itself to the ‚deer-
fair guild‘. The most promising way of hunting is 
stalking, and if you have mastered the reputation 
of the deer you can put your skills to best use here. 
Nowhere else in Europe do you have such optimal 
conditions. You will be surprised how close you will 
be brought to the rutting stag. The special feature of 
untouched nature and complete peace and quiet is 
reflected in the trophy weights. The average weight 
is between 8 kg and 11 kg, but every year, secret stags 
with stronger antler weights, which were never seen 
before in the deep jungle, are brought down. When 
we describe the antlers of the ‚jungle deer‘, some 
peculiarities stand out. The main antlers are mostly 
dark and well beaded. The crowns of the jungle deer 
are mighty and the sticks are comparatively thick. In 
25 years of close cooperation between WESTFALIA 
JAGDREISEN and the Bjelowescher primeval forest, 
many a hunter has happily returned with his life deer 
from the world natural heritage.



Other game species:
This terrain is also ideally suited for wild boars. 
On the few driven hunts, we see every year what 
capital Keiler this jungle produces. There are large 
thickening complexes of many thousands of hectares, 
abundant grazing and low hunting pressure. Here the 
Keiler can still grow old and strong. Wolves prefer 
Frischlinge and young boars as food, because Keiler 
are well-fortified and the wolves know that exactly. 
Roe deer occurs, plays only a subordinate role hunt-
wise, however. A landmark of this jungle is the bison. 

Full of pride the Belarusians look at this last European 
wild cattle. Nearly extinct, the population today 
numbers over 500. Meanwhile, there are licenses 
for old bulls and cows, these shootings are then 
very much in demand. The very good moose game 
population rounds off the original European game 
population in its perfection. This can also be hunted 
in the jungle. The jungle of Bjelowesch! This is still 
today one of the most fascinating hunting grounds in 
Europe. All free game and of incredible dimensions.

Arrangement single hunt with individual payment

6 travel days • 5 nights in the hunting area • Double Room • 4 hunting days • full board accommodation • 
interpreter • Guiding 1:1 • trophy field preparation • all transport in the hunting area during the hunt by car 
or carriage,

per hunter         €  1.280,00
+ handling fee          €     195,00
          €  1.475,00



Trophy fee red stag: Hunting Time 01.08. - 31.01.

Measuring the complete skull

Yearling (first antler)      €     525,00

Antler to 2,00 kg      €     700,00
2,01 kg to 2,49 kg      € 1.000,00
2,50 kg to 2,99 kg      €  1.100,00
3,00 kg to 3,49 kg      €  1.150,00
3,50 kg to 4,99 kg      €  1.385,00 + € 1,90 per 10 g above 3.500 g
5,00 kg to 5,99 kg      €  1.670,00 + € 3,70 per 10 g above 5.000 g
6,00 kg to 6,99 kg      €  2.040,00 + € 6,50 per 10 g above 6.000 g
7,00 kg to 7,99 kg      €  2.690,00 + € 8,70 per 10 g above 7.000 g
8,00 kg to 8,99 kg      €  3.560,00 + € 16,20 per 10 g above 8.000 g
9,00 kg to  9,99 kg      €  5.180,00 + € 13,40 per 10 g above 9.000 g
10,00 kg to 10,99 kg      €  6.520,00 + € 14,40 per 10 g above 10.000 g
11,00 kg and more      €  7.960,00 + € 17,00  per 10 g above 11.000 g

Red stag wounded     €  1.750,00
red hind/red calf bagged or wounded   €     485,00



Trophy fee wild boar

wild boar, including tusker up to 139 mm trophy size will be measured by weight (disembowelled).

boar piglets, sub adult boar, up to - 29,99 kg  €  105,00
boar piglets, sub adult boar from 30,00 - 49,99 kg  €  175,00
male wild boar from 50,00 - 79,99 kg  €  310,00
female wild boar from 50,00 - 79,99 kg  €  380,00
male wild boar from 80,00 - 99,99 kg  €  465,00
female wild boar from 80,00 - 99,99 kg  €  590,00
male wild boar from 100,00 - 119,99 kg  €  640,00
female wild boar  from 100,00 - 119,99 kg  €  895,00
male wild boar from 120,00 kg and moe €  700,00
female wild boar from 120,00 kg and more €  915,00
young wild boar /female wild boars wounded €  200,00

Wild boar tusker (single hunt)
the trophy fee will be balanced due to the average length of the tusks
- measured on both outsides.
130 mm - 139 mm                              €                           310,00  + € 11,00 per 1 mm above 130 mm
140 mm - 159 mm                              €                           420,00 + € 10,75 per 1 mm above 140 mm
160 mm - 180 mm                              €                           635,00 + € 13,00 per 1 mm above 160 mm
181 mm - 200 mm                              €                           895,00 + € 19,50 per 1 mm above 180 mm
from 201 mm                                      €                        1.285,00  + € 21,75 per 1 mm above 200 mm
Tusker wounded                                 €                           600,00

Trophy fee moose:  Hunting Time 20.08. - 31.12.

Measuring the complete skull
 trophy up to   4,99 kg      €      995,00
 5,00 kg to 5,99 kg      €   1.250,00 + €   3,50 per 10 g above 5,00 kg
 6,00 kg to 6,99 kg      €   1.600,00 + €   7,00 per 10 g above 6,00 kg
 7,00 kg to 7,99 kg      €   2.300,00 + €   9,65 per 10 g above 7,00 kg
 8,00 kg to 8,99 kg      €   3.265,00 + € 10,90 per 10 g above 8,00 kg
 9,00 kg to 9,99 kg      €   4.335,00 + € 16,30 per 10 g above 9,00 kg

moose bull wounded      €   1.550,00
moose bull without antler    €   1.550,00
female moose wounded or bagged   €   845,00
moose calf wounded or bagged   €   580,00



Not included:
• Flight Frankfurt - Minsk                                                      

• Extra day per hunter                               €   205,00

• Transfer airport - hunting area and back, for 2 hunters p.p.                               on request

• Transfer airport - hunting area and back, single hunter                               on request

• Visa (most likely not necessary)                               €   90,00

• Rifle import licence  €  250,00

• Rifle hire (ammunition  € 12,50 per piece)                               €   200,00

• Single room surcharge per day and person                               €     20,00

• Veterinary certificate                                €                  60,00

• personal expenses, alcoholic drinks, tips etc.

• All additional trophy fees and extra services will be balanced according to our price list 2024
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